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I - CONTEXT AND CHALLENGES OF THE REVISED LEGAL FRAMEWORK 
OF THE PETROLEUM UPSTREAM SECTOR

 Significant reduction of country’s oil production ;

 Necessity to:

 boost exploration activities;

 reinforce HSE rules;

 limit gas flaring to protect environment and focus on gas monetization;

 promote Congolese nationals in petroleum activities;

 clarify fiscal and customs regimes;

 set attractive and flexible rules allowing investments in mature fields 
redevelopment and exploration in frontier areas.
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II – MAIN CHANGES IN E&P

 Type of contract: PSC
 If necessary, a service contract;

 Permit holder: National Company (SNPC), with a minimum working interest of 15% in any
petroleum permit;

 Contractor Group determined by Congo following a tender process.

 Private National Companies (PNCs) are subject to the same obligations as other
members of the contract, except that SNPC is carried in exploration phase;

 Ultra deep, frontier zones: 12 years exploration period.

 Exploitation period: 25 + 5 years for oil and 30 + 5 for gas.
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III – MAIN CHANGES IN FISCAL TERMS

 No cost transfer allowed between permits.

 Royalty could be set at 12% (instead of 15%) in frontier zones; it is set at 5% for gas.

 Cost Stop: 50%
o could, exceptionally and for a limited period, be set at a higher recovery rate of 70% maximum, in order to

accelerate CAPEX recovery, in frontier areas.

 A clause for the stabilization of the fiscal regime has been set, guaranteeing the
contractor that the overall economic equilibrium of the contract will be maintained, in
case of any modifications to the laws and regulations affecting the fiscal regime
applicable to the contractor after the date of entry into the contract.

 Renegotiating the terms of the petroleum contract can be assessed upon request from
the State or the contractor.
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IV – CUSTOMS

 Materials, equipment and consumable goods for petroleum operations to be subject to
the following arrangements provided for in the Customs Code of the Economic and
Monetary Community of Central Africa (CEMAC):

o Full tax exemption for oil goods and equipment imported permanently and those
required to be re-exported;

o Reduced rate of 5% for work clothes, onshore construction materials outside of
production sites;

o Common law for other property and equipment.

 Above benefits do not exempt oil companies from mandatory customs declarations.
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V – CURRENCY EXCHANGE REGULATION

 The right to place any funds acquired or borrowed in accounts abroad, including any
income from sales of share of production, and to dispose of it freely;

 The right to transfer abroad any income from local sales of hydrocarbons, income of any
kind from capital invested as well as any proceeds from the liquidation or sale of assets in
Congo;

 The right to directly pay abroad any suppliers of goods and services that are required for
oil operations in Congo which are not based in Congo;

 The right to freely convert local and foreign currency for any currency exchange
operations relating to oil operations in Congo.
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VI – LOCAL CONTENT OBLIGATIONS

 Local content has been specifically included and clearly defined in the new code as the
set of activities focused on:

o The development of local capacities;
o The use of local human resources, the training and the development of local skills;
o The transfer of technology;
o The use of local goods and services;
o The creation of quantifiable/measurable added value for the local economy.

 Insurance shall not be placed outside Congo without the prior written approval of the
Finance Minister.
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VII – HEALTH, SAFETY, SECURITY & ENVIRONMENTAL OBLIGATIONS

 Contractors, subcontractors and service providers to be subject to international treaties,
laws and regulations applicable in the Republic of Congo regarding HSE maters during
petroleum operations;

 Petroleum operations to be mandatorily preceded by an environmental and social impact
studies;

 Funds collected to establish provisions for withdrawal from and rehabilitation of sites are
to be paid into an escrow account held at the “Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations”.
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I - MILESTONES

• 1960 Start of oil production
• 1996  Start gas reinjection of a part of associated gas
• 2006   First Power plant (using associated gas).
• 2007  Release of the n°2007-294 Presidential Decree

o Outlawing the gas flaring from all oil and gas facilities,

o New field developments systematically designed for a zero routine flaring

• 2008  Second Power plant (using associated gas).
• 2012  Adhesion of the Republic of Congo to GGFR Initiative
• 2015  Start commercial production of non-associated gas . 

 Launch of Flaring Reduction and Valorization of Associated 
Gas Study, in partnership with the World Bank.

• 2018 Launch of the Gas code project. 
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II – GAS PRODUCTION FIGURES

 Associated gas

 20 MMScm/d are produced

 60% decrease in gas flaring since 2008. Thanks to the 2007 decree enforcement, 

flaring now 2MMScm/d instead of 6.

 About 2.5 MMScm/d  consumed as fuel gas

 Remaining associated gas is reinjected.

 Non associated gas

 2 MMScm/d  are produced to supply the existing power plant

 1 MMScm/d  is expected for the expansion of the power plant.
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III – GAS VALORIZATION OPPORTUNITIES
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IV – BALANCE GAS AVAILABILITY / GAS UTILIZATION
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Type Area
Recoverable Gas

(BScm)

Associated Gas
Onshore 10

Offshore 70

Non-Associated
Gas

Onshore 0

Offshore 120

TOTAL 200

Gas Availability / Base case (within 20 years)



V – GAS VALORIZATION PROJECTS
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Type Description Start Date
Project Life

(years)
Gas Consumption

(BScm)

Power Plants
CEC Expansion 2017 20 15

New Plants (Kaheel) 2019 20 40

Gas To Industry

Potash Projects 2017
2020 20-40 24

Phosphates 2018 20 1

CORAF Upgrade 2017 20 2

Others 2020 20 15

Gas To 
Petrochemicals

Nagarjuna Urea 2018 25 23

Marubeni Methanol 2021 20 18

Rodeo mini GTL 2020 20 2

Gas Exports New Age FLNG 2019 2020 20 30

TOTAL 170

Gas production exceeds local demand, allowing for small-scale gas projects to be implemented 



VI – EXISTING MIDSTREAM INFRASTRUCTURES
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 Little midstream gas infrastructure has 
been built so far:

 Owned and operated by individual 
companies to meet their needs and 
only their needs. 

 Need for central planning of gas 
infrastructure and in particular for certain 
pieces of infrastructure in the coastal 
region around Pointe-Noire to support 
Industry in SEZ around Pointe-Noire. 

 Gas code being drafted while 
negotiations have been launched 
related to a gas collection network



VII – CONCLUSIONS
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Gas valorization remains a big issue and is one of the leverages for diversification of the 

national economy

So far:

Only “Gas to Power” projects are on the go and must expand

Other gas valorization projects are still at Pre-design or design stage

Most of the gathering, transportation and distribution network is still to be built

Many Investment Opportunities that the Republic of Congo 
is ready to support thanks to its exceptional policy to be 
implemented through Special Economic Zones.
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